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ABSTRACT

In my physics classes, I found students disengaged from laboratories. They work through the procedure and analysis, but upon receiving back graded labs they often disregard the feedback since the grade has already been given. I believed this put them at a disadvantage on assessments since they would never correct their misconceptions. I wanted to know if students would learn better if they received instant feedback during the labs so that they could correct their misconceptions when it was relevant to their grades. My focus question was to see the effect would be of immediate feedback during laboratory exercises via Excel spreadsheet. As a subquestion, I wanted to know specifically what effect this immediate feedback would have on their summative assessment scores.

Research was performed on two sections of physics students over four units of study. Two of the units had laboratories in which feedback would be given in the traditional manner in which students complete a lab and it is then graded and returned to them to review. Two of the units had laboratories in which feedback is automatically given via a preprogrammed Excel spreadsheet which would return a smiley face for correct cell values and a frowny face for incorrect cell values.

To study the effects on student attitudes I had students take a survey on their feelings about physics, laboratories, and laboratory feedback both before and after the action research. Students were also chosen at random and asked to participate in a short interview to probe deeper into student attitudes. To measure student performance on summative assessments, unit concept inventory test was given before and after each unit. Both survey responses and test scores were analyzed to see if there was any significant difference due to the instant feedback given during laboratories.

The results of the analysis showed that though students found the laboratories enriching in their visualization of the concepts, there was inconclusive evidence to suggest and difference in student attitudes or in student test performance. During interviews students expressed that they found laboratories not very useful for the purposes of studying for quizzes and tests, as laboratories seem to require a different set of skills than those normally required for a classical multiple choice or written assessment.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

I currently teach at West Anchorage High School (West High) located in Anchorage, Alaska. The 2015-2016 enrollment of West High is approximately 1,905 students with racial demographics of 37% Caucasian, 22% Asian or other Pacific Islander, 15% Hispanic or Latino, 8% Alaska Native, and 7% African American.

Anchorage is Alaska’s largest city with approximately 300,000 people (Anchorage School District, 2015; Anchorage: Economy, n.d.). The largest source of employment in Anchorage stems from government jobs, since the city is where most Alaska senators and representatives have their offices; international shipping through Ted Stevens International Airport and the port of Anchorage due to their being waypoints to and from Asia and the lower 48 states; and the oil industry whose offices largely reside in the city. Finally, it is worth noting that just north of the city is Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson with over 5300 active military personnel, and about one third of the population of Anchorage are veterans (Joling, 2014).

In my years as a teacher, especially my time here at West High as a physics teacher, I have been frustrated by students who make the same mistakes over and over again on lab reports and assignments. Furthermore, when these students complete a high stakes summative assessment, they make the same mistakes and further lower their grades. This may be due to difficulty connecting feedback on the labs with memories of a lab that happened a week prior. However, the lab coordinator here at the University of Alaska at Anchorage has been experimenting with Excel lab spreadsheets that self-grade and offer immediate feedback to students. The spreadsheets can be programmed with
cells that look at what values the student inputs or how they calculate a value. Then feedback is given about whether their results are correct or incorrect, what the correct response should be, or even an explanation of why their input is incorrect. I find the most useful characteristic of the feedback presented by this spreadsheet is that it is instantaneous. Students do not have to receive a low grade before they realize they have a misconception, and given the proper feedback, they can correct their mistake and learn the concept correctly the first time. I believe this is of great benefit to student learning and can save both the student and teacher valuable time that would have been spent relearning and re-teaching key concepts.

There are conflicting studies to support the benefits of both immediate feedback and delayed feedback, though both gave feedback in different amounts of time as well as over different types of assessments. Since my situation and assessment format is different, I wanted to conduct my own study to see what sort of feedback would be more effective in increasing student learning. This lead to the focus question of the study, *What is the effect of immediate feedback during laboratory exercises using Excel templates?* The subquestion is, *What is the effect on student performance of summative laboratory skill assessments, i.e. midterm and final exams?*

**CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK**

Many studies support the idea that instructor feedback is beneficial to student learning compared to no feedback at all (Bälter, 2013; Bangert-Drowns, 1991; Sassenrath, 1965). Elliot, Murray, and Ward (2003) state that feedback must inform the student whether they are right or wrong and provide information so that they may correct
themselves. However, there are different types of feedback, different time frames in which it may be delivered, and different methods of delivery. The performance level of the student population, as well as their exposure to the concepts being assessed, determines the type of feedback that should be used to assess those students (Shute, 2007).

Feedback can be categorized into five types: no feedback, verification, correct response, correct response with explanation, and correct response with interactive teaching. The no feedback category is the complete lack of feedback after an assessment or exercise is given. Verification feedback, otherwise known as knowledge of results, is a limited form of feedback in which the students only know of the correctness of their responses or their overall grade but are not informed of the correct responses. Correct response feedback, otherwise known as knowledge of correct response feedback, is feedback in which the student knows the correct response. The last two types of feedback that Roper lists fall in a general category that Shute would call elaborated feedback. In elaborated feedback, students are given explanations about why a certain response is correct or incorrect and provided with an opportunity for reteaching. Each type of feedback has its benefits. In general, students perform better when the feedback is more comprehensive (Roper, 1977).

In a study by Bälter, Enström, and Klingenberg (2013), students were surveyed about their opinions of short, computer-based quizzes with minimal feedback indicating only whether responses on short assessments were correct or incorrect (knowledge of results feedback). The results of the study revealed nearly all students surveyed
appreciated the feedback and about 20% reported adjusting their study habits as a result.

It was concluded that even knowledge of results feedback, though limited, was better than no feedback at all.

Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, Kulik, and Morgan (1991) conducted a meta-study of dozens of published papers to analyze the effects of feedback and yielded two important conclusions. The first is that feedback of any kind ended up producing a greater effect than no feedback at all. The second conclusion was that in studies where knowledge of results feedback was compared to knowledge of correct response, the latter was found to be more effective in helping students correct themselves. In a more recent article, Epstein, Lazarus, Calvano, Matthews, Hendel, Epstein and Brosvic (2002) found that students’ active involvement in the assessment process played a crucial role in learning new concepts. Students who had to correct each quiz item immediately after answering were able to more successfully acquire new information, incorporate new information into what they had already learned, and retrieve the correct information in post assessments.

A meta-study done by Shute (2007) for the Educational Testing Service found studies concluding that knowledge of correct response and elaborated feedback are more instructive to students who are still trying to acquire new information (Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Corbett & Anderson, 2001; Gilman, 1969; Mory, 2004). If the feedback is too limited, Shute found studies indicating that it can cause students to lose confidence and overthink the feedback (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996; Sweller et al., 1998) and perhaps even lose motivation to fix their misconceptions (Ashford, 1986; Corno & Snow, 1986).
Another study (Hanna, 1976) indicated KR can be beneficial to higher achieving students who will search for the correct answer themselves or to average students reviewing previously taught concepts.

Another factor upon which feedback seems to be heavily based is the time frame in which feedback is given. There are two main types of timing concerning feedback: immediate and delayed. Immediate feedback can mean that the feedback is given to the student immediately after assessment, or with modern technology, students can receive feedback after each question is answered without compromising the rest of the assessment. Delayed feedback can mean anything from 20 minutes of delay after the assessment to as much as a few days (Shute, 2007).

In a study by Sturges (1978) on a computer-assisted assessment, retention 1-3 weeks later was found to be more improved in cases when the feedback was delayed 20 minutes or 24 hours than with immediate item-by-item feedback. The study cites another by Kulhavy and Anderson (1972) which posits an interference-perseveration hypothesis which states that students’ memories of earlier responses cloud their acquisition of new knowledge. There was no difference in retention between the 20 minute and 24 hour delay. Therefore, it seemed unlikely that this hypothesis would be correct nor could the study say for sure whether delayed feedback was the lone cause of the increased retention. The study also showed that student confidence on new responses increased with delayed feedback.

Conversely, a meta-study by Kulik and Kulik (1988) stated that delayed feedback might only be effective in laboratory type situations, e.g. when someone is given a list of
words or symbols to remember. In real world, classroom environments, immediate feedback was more effective than delayed feedback. In a study on the effect of timing of feedback, Dihoff, Brosvic and Epstein (2003) gave students five quizzes and then reassessed them two weeks later in order to measure improvements. The researchers found that students showed the highest recall, the highest identification of their initial quiz responses, the most confidence in their answers, and the least bound to their previous misconceptions when immediate feedback was provided after each test item as opposed to when feedback was given at the end of the quizzes or 24 hours later.

More recent findings summarized by Shute (2007) found that it may not be timing that matters over all, but rather the instructional purpose of the task being completed and the academic level of the student completing it (Schroth, 1992; Corbett and Anderson, 2001). In these studies it was found that delayed feedback might be better for transfer and concept building, but that immediate feedback is better suited for learning steps and procedures. Similarly Clariana (1999) stated that difficult tasks might require immediate feedback, but simple tasks could be better served with delayed feedback.

The method in which feedback is given can also affect a student’s ability to assimilate the new information and correct their misconceptions on future assessments. In a study about an automated assessment program by Wang, T., Su, Ma, Wang, Y., and Wang, K., (2011), four requirements of an assessment program were outlined. The study stated that an automated assessment program should be

- thorough in its assessment
- check not only for the correct response but also the correct method
should be able to point out errors and assess partial credit so as not to dishearten students, and

• provide “timely and corrective feedback” (p. 221)

Qualitative analysis of the assessment program revealed positive approval from both students and teachers.

In a study of the use of interactive spreadsheets in physics education, Wagner (2007) found that the formative feedback capabilities of the spreadsheet were very versatile. The article noted that, although the immediate feedback provided by the spreadsheet might shift student focus from learning the concept to merely getting the right answer, the spreadsheet restrictions along with proper instruction motivated students to seek understanding over mere points on an activity. A study by Lai and Hwang (2015) observed the effects of a spreadsheet based program which allowed elementary geography students interactive manipulation of factors in a simulated climate. The researchers found that one of the major benefits was that the cognitive load the students had to endure in the exercise was reduced, allowing them to focus less on procedure and more on investigating higher order concepts.

The use of technological tools and assessments are becoming more widely used in the classroom. In two studies by Hennessy et al. (2007), the authors studied four teachers using multimedia education in their classrooms, and eleven teachers from eight schools using interactive educational tools. The findings of these studies suggest that teachers are starting to move away from exclusively traditional hands on laboratories and activities and are dabbling more into multimedia techniques. The researchers also found
that the use of this technology can surpass simple demonstration and simulation. Proper application of these tools can help students explore *What If?* questions and reinforce the real world concepts they are attempting to learn.

As technology evolves the methods by which educators assess and give feedback to their students will undoubtedly change. Though there are several papers studying the benefits of different types any methods of feedback, the reality was that some methods of feedback were less practical than others. More comprehensive methods of feedback that were laborious and time consuming for educators in the past are becoming more accessible as different tools are developed for classroom use. The timing of feedback is also shifting as computer programs and online applications allow for instantaneous feedback. As our ability to assess students develops, it is necessary to continue to research the effectiveness of these methods and how they can be best used to enhance student learning.

**METHODOLOGY**

I began my research by first asking my high school physics students to complete the Pre-Study Attitude Survey. The survey measured student attitudes toward my physics class, labs, and feedback on labs and how they use the feedback to prepare for summative assessments such as tests and quizzes (Appendix B). Before each unit a Concept Inventory Test was given to assess students’ grasp of unit concepts and practical abilities such as solving for a physical property using equations (Appendix C). The research methodology for this project received an exemption by Montana State University’s
Institutional Review Board and compliance for working with human subjects was maintained (Appendix A).

Due to the small number of students in each of my two physics classes (12 students and 18 students) I decided both classes would undergo nontreatment and treatment methodologies. So as not to adversely affect student attitudes toward periods of nontreatment methodology after exposure to the treatment methodology, I studied student gains across two units utilizing nontreatment methodology first, and then across two units utilizing the treatment methodology. Nontreatment and treatment units were both similar in the style of lectures, difficulty of homework, laboratory procedures and data analysis the students had to perform, and the style and difficulty of quizzes that were periodically administered. During laboratories, students were required to input data and perform calculations using an Excel template that was provided to them.

During the nontreatment units, the Excel template provided no feedback and was simply a method of recording data and performing calculations. During the treatment units, the Excel template was much more informative, offering students a “smiley face” in the adjacent cell if they calculated an appropriate value or a “frowny face” along with feedback if their value was incorrect or not calculated using Excel (Figure 1).

![Excel Template](image)

*Figure 1.* Treatment unit excel template.
The Excel template also awarded points to students as sections of the spreadsheet became more complete. At the end of each unit, the students were given same Concept Inventory Test to compare normalized gains. Throughout the course of the nontreatment and treatment units, I kept a journal of observations and reflections that I recorded shortly after the lab was completed.

After both nontreatment and treatment units were completed, students were asked to complete the Post-Study Attitude Survey. In this survey I asked many of the same questions regarding their attitudes toward physics, labs, and feedback on labs and how they use it to prepare for quizzes and tests. I also asked students if they thought the instant feedback provided by the Excel template helped. Finally, I then chose six students at random and asked them to participate in a Post-Study Interview in which I asked questions to gain more elaborate feedback about students’ attitudes towards the physics class, laboratories, and the Excel spreadsheets used during the treatment phase (Appendix E).

The normalized gains of this Concept Inventory Test were calculated and analyzed using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to determine if there was significant difference in median student performance. These results of the survey were analyzed with a chi squared goodness of fit test to determine if there was a significant shift in students’ agreement with the statements due to the treatment in the study. Due to the varying attendance of students throughout the semester, the normalized gains for each unit were calculated with varying numbers of students. The sources of data used to help answer my focus question diagramed below in a Data Triangulation Matrix (Table 1).
Table 1.  
*Data Triangulation Matrix*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus Question</th>
<th>Source 1</th>
<th>Source 2</th>
<th>Source 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the effect of immediate feedback during laboratories using Excel templates?</td>
<td>Concept Inventory Test</td>
<td>Pre-Study and Post-Study Attitude Survey</td>
<td>Post-Study Interview Teacher Journal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the effect on student performance of summative laboratory skill assessments, i.e. midterm and final exams?</td>
<td>Concept Inventory Test</td>
<td>Pre-Study and Post-Study Attitude Survey</td>
<td>Post-Study Interview</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DATA AND ANALYSIS**

The normalized gains of the Concept Inventory Test were calculated for each unit, and only for students who were present at the time of both assessments. Due to inconsistent student attendance, the normalized gain distributions for the first and second comparison and first and second treatment units were comprised of different numbers of students, $N=28$, $N=20$, $N=24$, $N=24$ respectively. The median normalized gains from first and second comparison and first and second treatment units was 10%, 15%, 0%, and 15% respectively (Figure 2). The treatment distributions had a larger overall range and interquartile range than the comparison units such that the treatment distributions contained the two highest normalized gains of 50% and 70%, but also the lowest normalized gain which was -40% during the first treatment unit.
Figure 2. Distribution of normalized gain percentages from student pretest vs posttest for the first and second comparison units and first and second treatment units, \( N=28, N=20, N=24, N=24 \) respectively.

To further condense the data, normalized gains were averaged for students who completed both comparison pretests and posttests and also for students who completed both treatment pretests and posttests (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Average of normalized gain percentages of students who completed both units of comparison or treatment pretests and posttests, \((N=20\) and \(N=19\) respectively).

The range of the treatment gains was larger than that of the comparison gains, such that the treatment gains yielded both a higher maximum and a lower minimum value. Though the median comparison gain of 15% was higher than the treatment gain of 10%, a Wilcoxon-Rank Sum test was performed on the two distributions, yielding a p-value of 0.765, which suggests that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that these two medians are statistically different from each other.

Before and after the research began students were asked to complete the Attitude Survey to gauge their attitudes towards physics, labs, and particularly lab feedback before and after the action research. When students were initially asked if the feedback (they received) on labs helps (them) understand the topics they are learning in physics, 48% of students reported that they disagreed or strongly disagreed that labs helped them learn
physics better and 52% agreed or strongly agreed that labs helped them. After the research was conducted 36.7% of students disagreed or strongly disagreed that labs helped them and 67.5% agreed or strongly agreed that labs helped them learn physics concepts better (Figure 4). A chi-squared analysis yielded a p-value of less than 0.01, which indicated that there was strong evidence of a significant difference in the distributions of responses from before to after the treatment.

![Figure 4. Distribution of student responses to survey question The Feedback I Receive on Labs Helps Me Understand the Topics I Am Learning in Physics, (N=25 for pretreatment and N=19 for posttreatment).](image)

Chi-squared analysis of all other Attitude Survey items yielded p-values too high to conclude if there is any significant difference in the distribution of responses.

Students were asked if they currently like physics and from before and after the research and it would seem to the eye that student attitudes toward physics are more negative after the action research. Before research 4% of students strongly disagree that they like physics and 32% strongly agree they like physics, and after treatment strongly disagree that they like physics and 15.8% strongly agree they like physics and 31.6%
disagree they like physics (Figure 5). A chi squared goodness of fit test was done to see if the distributions were significantly different and was returned a value of p-value of 0.57, indicating that I cannot conclude they are significantly different.

Figure 5. Distribution of student responses to survey question I Currently Like Physics, (N=25 for pretreatment and N=19 for posttreatment).

Students were asked after the research was done if (they) found the automated spreadsheet helpful with learning physics concepts. The response to that question showed that 37.8% of students disagreed or strongly disagreed and 63.2% of students agreed or strongly agreed that the automated spreadsheets helped them learn physics concepts (Figure 6). A chi squared goodness of fit test was run with the null distribution that each responses was equally likely, and p-value of 0.96 was returned indicating that there is little evidence to show these responses are significantly different from a random selection of responses by students.
Students were also interviewed at the conclusion of the research. When students were asked of their opinions of the automated spreadsheets one student responded positively that they were, “…very, very helpful. We didn’t have to ask [the teacher] if something was wrong.” That student added a caveat that, “…[the feedback] backfires if the spreadsheet itself was wrong, but in that case we could just ask [the teacher] and get help that way.” Another student stated positively that the automated feedback, “…made me feel good when I got a smiley face.”

**INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION**

The most telling details of the normalized gain distributions was the larger range with the treatment data. The use of interactive Excel spreadsheets would appear to have had very different effects on different students, with some finding them helpful in reinforcing concepts and some finding them confusing and counterproductive. This assumes that the comparison and treatment units were the same in every other respect,
save the feedback provided by the Excel spreadsheets, but that is not the case. In addition to the units being given different times of the academic year, the concepts that were being taught in each unit were very different. Some units, like the light unit and the lens unit included some of the same ideas, but that is not so between the energy and momentum unit and the light unit. This uncertainty was only amplified by the small sample sizes available to me even before students missed effect of the labs due to abscesses or lethargy. Statistically this uncertainty was confirmed with a relatively high p-value of 0.765 from a Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test. This prevents me from concluding if there was any difference in student performance on summative assessments due to the use of immediate feedback via interactive Excel spreadsheets. The only thing which might be concluded is that the new approach worked better for some students than others.

Student attitudes appeared at first to be more negative after than before in some cases. It is difficult to say whether this was caused by my treatment or whether it had to do with it being the end of the year. It might also have been due to the transition into the waves and electrostatics portion of physics, which is often a difficult transition for many. Most of the chi squared analyses yielded p-values that were too high to conclude that the pretreatment attitudes were different from the posttreatment attitudes. The exception being that over the course of treatment students agreed more that labs helped them learn physics concepts better. Students also has seemingly positive responses to the spreadsheet with automated feedback, though the analysis failed to provide evidence that the positive response was statistically significant.
Students were also interviewed at the conclusion of the research and the responses reflect the students’ survey responses. Students generally responded that though labs helped them “understand concepts in general” they “hardly check” the feedback from the labs to study for assessments. One student responded that labs “make me confused. Like going over it in class is different from the feedback you give us.” This might be because the assessments generally measured student ability to solve traditional physics problems that are either conceptual or algebraic in nature, and though labs might be an enriching activity, they are not as useful when students have to perform on quizzes or exams.

Despite these apparent shortcomings of laboratories, students seemed to enjoy the automated spreadsheets, stating that they were more efficient and freed them from having to check with me if their answers were correct. Though there were a few programming errors in some cells of the spreadsheets, students felt they could then ask me for help and still rectify their misconceptions before the end of the class period. Students also seemed to enjoy the achievement aspect of satisfactorily completing parts of the procedure, adding an element of gaming to their laboratory experience.

**VALUE**

My focus question about the effect of immediate feedback via automated Excel spreadsheet was answered with both qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitatively, most students seemed to enjoy the validation they received when performing labs with the automated spreadsheets. The instant feedback allowed them to know immediately whether they were doing that particular section correctly and gave them affirmation. At the same time, it removed that uncertainty that struggling students must feel as they make
their way through a lab procedure and analysis, never being sure whether they are doing it correctly or whether they are falling further down a rabbit hole of misconception. Students also reported that the labs helped them visualize the concepts we have been learning better, which to me is the original purpose of laboratories in the first place and would have occurred with or without the automated spreadsheets as a guide.

The answer to my subquestion of how automated feedback on labs affects students’ summative assessment scores could not be answered with any certainty. There was no statistically appreciable gain or loss in student performance on quizzes. Considering the larger variation in normalized gains of the treatment units, it would seem that the automated spreadsheets might have helped some students but might have further confused others. This could also have been due to the material being covered, as sound waves and optics were very different concepts from the mechanics units students had been used to learning up to that point. It must be always noted that any experiment’s conclusions can only be supported through repetition, and in the future I would like to do further research on instant feedback via the automated spreadsheet for my other units.

For myself, there was a logistic value using the automated spreadsheets. The automated spreadsheets were wonderful tools in the hectic lab environment, as it took some of the pressure off of me as the teacher to help confused students and put that onto the students. With students correcting themselves, I was able to focus on students who had true misconceptions, and were not just making mathematical errors. I also found grading the labs much easier, as students had already corrected their mathematical calculations by the end of the lab. The strongest feedback from students was that of the
usefulness of the lab and how students actually study. In general, almost all students interviewed found that the labs were not useful for assessments.

The greatest value that was gained during this research was to my own development as a physics teacher. Students in the interviews echoed that though the labs were valuable to helping them visualize the concepts they were learning, they would not sure them to study for quizzes and tests. The most frequent reason given was that the labs did not make them practice the same set of skills that they needed for summative exams. This lead me to ask myself important questions: should I be adjusting my laboratories to better reflect the summative assessments, or should I be adjusting my assessments to better reflect my laboratories? What kind of skills do I want my students to possess when they have successfully completed my class? Should they be able to calculate physics problems or should they be able to perform lab measurements and calculations? The answers to these questions were the key to deciding what kind of teacher I wanted to be.

When I reflected on those questions, it became clear that I wanted my students at least to understand how scientific knowledge is synthesized and how the technological developments had made and were still making come to be a reality. At best I wanted my students to be able to enter the world with the ability to consider an unknown, to design an experiment, to gather data, to analyses the data, and finally to determine if there is a relationship, in short, to be able to synthesize new knowledge. I found it no coincidence that for me the clearest path to that end would be teaching my students science through inquiry, the pedagogy that was emphasized in the MSSE program at Montana State.
Though some of my lessons and laboratories were open ended, my curriculum itself was not dedicated to having students learn through inquiry. When students were asked to do such activities without preparation, they were unprepared with how to proceed and some would just shut down. My next classroom experience will be to transition more fully into an inquiry teacher and have a curriculum that teaches inquiry from the very start so that students are prepared for lesson and labs that use inquiry to develop concepts. Though this transition will be a long process, it will take me closer to the goal of the teacher I would like to become


Clariana, R. B. (1999, February). Differential memory effects for immediate and delayed feedback: A delta rule explanation of feedback timing effects. Paper presented at the annual Association of Educational Communications and Technology convention, Houston, TX.
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PRE-STUDY AND POST-STUDY ATTITUDE SURVEY
NOTICE: “Participation in this research is voluntary and participation or non-participation will not affect a student’s academic standing in any way. You can choose to not answer any questions you do not want to answer and/or you can stop at any time.”

1) I currently like physics.

| Strongly Agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree |

2) Participating in labs helps me to better understand the topics we are learning in physics

| Strongly Agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree |

3) Participating in labs helps prepare me for tests and quizzes

| Strongly Agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree |

4) The feedback I receive on labs helps me to better understand the topics we are learning in physics.

| Strongly Agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree |

5) The feedback I receive on labs helps prepare me for tests and quizzes.

| Strongly Agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree |

6) How often do you review the comments and feedback on labs.
7) How do you use comments and feedback given on labs?

   a) I never look at the comments and feedback
   b) I look at them, but don’t really try to see what I did that was incorrect.
   c) I look at them, and use them to correct my misunderstanding.

8) (Post Survey Only) I found the automated spreadsheet feedback helpful with learning physics concepts.

   Strongly Agree     Agree     Neutral     Disagree     Strongly Disagree
APPENDIX C

SAMPLE OF UNIT CONCEPT INVENTORY TEST
“Sound and Waves” Pre-assessment (10 pts):

1) What affects the speed of sound?
   a) wavelength
   b) frequency
   c) period
   d) medium

2) Paul Po from the police department measures the noise from a party at one part of a property line to be at a volume (power level) of 20 dB (decibels) and at another part of the property line to be 40 dB. How does the second volume compare to the first?
   a) 20x greater
   b) 10x greater
   c) 100x greater
   d) 2x greater

3) A spectrum analyzer shows a sound #1 to be composed of one tone at 20 Hz and 30 W and sound #2 to be composed of a tone at 40 Hz and 5 W. Which of the component tones will sound “higher pitched” and which will sound louder?
   a) Sound #1 will be higher pitched, Sound #1 will be louder
   b) Sound #2 will be higher pitched, Sound #2 will be louder
   c) Sound #2 will be higher pitched, Sound #1 will be louder
d) Sound #1 will be higher pitched, Sound #2 will be louder

4) Tyrone Wills L. finds measures the loudest note on a train horn while it is standing still and finds it to be 800 Hz. Later he measures the loudest note on the same horn to be 850 Hz while the train is moving. Is the train going toward or away from Tyrone while he takes the second measurement?
   a) Toward him
   b) Away from him
   c) Neither
   d) He is on the train.

5) Simon Tulov is plays a note on a tuning fork and the corresponding note on his guitar and notices that the note seems to get loud and soft in “beats”. Is his guitar exactly in tune? How do you know?
   a) Yes, beats indicate resonance, which is what you want in a guitar.
   b) No, beats indicate a different frequency than the tuning fork, which means the guitar is out of tune.
   c) Yes, the beats are a kind of instrumental “vibrato” which is appealing and don’t indicate out of tune.
   d) No, the loud and soft beats indicate a loose piece in the guitar, and that it need repair to be in tune.
6) What is the wavelength of the A below middle C (440 Hz) if the speed of sound in air is about 343 m/s?
   a) 150,920 m
   b) 0.780 m
   c) 1.28 m
   d) 97 m

7) Alison Chang measures a tone's wavelength to be 3 m and its frequency to be 500 Hz in water. What is the speed of sound for the water being tested?
   a) 1500 m/s
   b) 166.67 m/s
   c) 0.006 m/s
   d) 497 m/s

8) If a fundamental standing wave forms in a string of length 0.60 m, what is the frequency of the wave, assuming the speed of sound in the string is 400 m/s?
   a) 333.33 Hz
   b) 666.67 Hz
   c) 240 Hz
   d) 480 Hz
9) If a the third harmonic of an 0.414 m open tube oscillator (like a flute) is 1233 Hz, what is the frequency of the fundamental frequency, assuming the speed of sound in the air is 340 m/s?
   a) 411 Hz  
   b) 0.28 Hz  
   c) 510.5 Hz  
   d) 960 Hz

10) If you are drilling holes in a home made flute, what should the spacing be between the different holes, i.e. what is the difference in open tube lengths to cause resonance to occur? Assume the frequency is 3430 Hz speed of sound is 343 m/s
   a) 0.025 m  
   b) 0.10 m  
   c) 0.05 m  
   d) 10 m
APPENDIX D

POST-STUDY INTERVIEW
NOTICE: “Participation in this research is voluntary and participation or non-participation will not affect a student’s academic standing in any way. You can choose to not answer any questions you do not want to answer and/or you can stop at any time.”

1) What do you find to be the biggest benefits of doing labs, if any?
2) How do you normally study for quizzes and tests?
3) Do you think feedback on labs helps you learn physics better?
4) If you don’t use feedback, why don’t you?
5) Is there a type of feedback that you think is the most helpful?
6) How helpful was the automated spreadsheet feedback?